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Abstract 
After the justification of the maximum entropy principle for equilibrium mechanical 
system from the principle of virtual work, i.e., the virtual work of microscopic forces on the 
elements of a mechanical system vanishes in thermodynamic equilibrium, we present in this 
paper an application of the same principle to dynamical systems out of equilibrium. The aim 
of this work is to justify a least action principle and the concurrent maximum path entropy 
principle for nonequilibrium thermodynamic systems. 
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1) Introduction 
The least action principle1 (LAP) first developed by Maupertuis[1][2] is originally 
formulated for regular dynamics of mechanical system. One naturally ask the question about 
the destiny of the principle when the system is subject to noise so that the dynamics becomes 
irregular and stochastic such as in a diffusion. There have been many efforts to answer this 
question. One can count Onsager[3] and De Broglie[4] among the first scientists who were 
interested in developing least action principle or similar approach for random dynamics. Other 
efforts have also been made in the fields such as random dynamics[5][6], stochastic 
mechanics[7][8], quantum theory[9] and quantum gravity theory[10]. A common feature of 
these works is to mimic the mathematical formalism of LAP using either the original 
Lagrange action or some different effective action, but without considering explicitly the role 
of dynamical uncertainty in the optimization calculus. For example, we sometimes see 
expression such as RR δδ =  concerning the variation of a random variable R with expectation 
R , where the variation of uncertainty due to the variation of R and of probability distribution 
is neglected, which is of course not true in general. 
To amend this incompleteness of optimization, an extension of the Maupertuis principle 
using the Lagrange action (see definition below) was suggested for describing stochastic 
motion of mechanical system subject to noise[11][12]. A new ingredient is the introduction of 
informational entropy or probabilistic uncertainty in variational calculus. This approach led to 
a so called stochastic action principle (SAP) given by 
0=Aδ       (1) 
where A is the Lagrange action and the Aδ  its variation averaged over all the possible paths 
between two points a and b in position space. When the noise is vanishing, Eq.(1) becomes 
the usual principle 0=Aδ . In fact, Eq.(1) is equivalent to a maximization of path entropy Sab 
defined by  
( )AASab δδηδ −=       (2) 
where η  is a characteristic constant of the dynamics[11].  
                                                 
1
 We continue to use the term "least action principle" here considering its popularity in the scientific community. 
We know nowadays that the term "optimal action" is more suitable because the action of a mechanical system 
can have a maximum, or a minimum, or a stationary for real paths[18]. 
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This formalism seems useful from several points of view. It has a diffusion probability in 
exponential of action Ae η−∝  if the path entropy is of Shannon form[11], or, equivalently, if 
the distribution of the perturbed system in position space is of Gaussian type such as the 
numerical results obtain in [12]. For free diffusing particles, this is the transition probability 
of Brownian motion. For particles in arbitrary potential energy, a Fokker-Planck equation for 
normal diffusion can be derived from this diffusion probability[11].  
This approach has many underlying basic assumptions which are not always obvious from 
physical point of view. Following questions can be asked. 1) Why one should use the 
Lagrange action instead of other ones already used in other formulation of stochastic 
dynamics? 2) Why the variation ( ) 0/ =−= ηδδδ abSAA  instead of 0=Aδ  should be 
considered for the perturbed mechanical system? 3) Why Sab, as an information or uncertainty 
measure, must be at maximum for equilibrium state or some special states out of equilibrium? 
And, finally, why Sab may take the Shannon form?  
The last two questions are in fact related to the longstanding questions around MEP since 
the appearance of MEP by Jaynes for inference theory[13], i.e., the original version based on 
the uniqueness of Shannon entropy as the maximizable information measure. Although MEP, 
as a variational method, is actually almost a doctrine for many and used often for equilibrium 
as well as for nonequilibrium system, the justification and the validity of MEP for inference 
theory and physics are still subject to considerable criticism and controversy[13][14][15].  
In the present work, we try to find answers to the above questions for thermodynamic 
system from the viewpoint of mechanics. Eq.(1) will be derived from a more obvious and 
widely accepted principle of physics: the principle of virtual work[16][17]. This latter is a 
simple, palpable, successfully used principle in analytical mechanics theory and mechanical 
engineering. One can find its origin in a very simple fact that a point is in static equilibrium 
under the action of different forces who cancel themselves, and that a body is in static 
equilibrium when its potential energy is at minimum. It is expected that the link to such a 
basic principle will make MEP (as well as SAP) less obscure and mysterious as it appears 
with so many polemics and controversies around it. In what follows, we look at mechanical 
systems out of equilibrium. The term “entropy” is used as a measure of uncertainty or 
randomness of stochastic motion. It will be indicated if “entropy” is used in the sense of 
equilibrium thermodynamics.  
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2) Principle of least action 
The least action principle is well formulated for non-dissipative Hamiltonian system 
satisfying following equations [2]:  
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 with k=1,2, …g      (3) 
where xk is the coordinates, Pk the momentum, H the Hamiltonian given by VTH += , T the 
kinetic energy, V the potential energy, and g the number of degrees of freedom of the system. 
The Lagrangian is defined by VTL −= . 
The least action principle stipulates that the action of a motion between two point a and b 
in the configuration space defined by the time integral ∫=
b
a
LdtA  on a given path from a to b 
must be a stationary on the unique true path for given period of time τ  of the motion between 
the two points, i.e.,  
0=
τ
δA        (4) 
In what follows, we will drop the index τ  of the variation and the action variation is always 
calculated for fixed period of timeτ . This principle yield the famous Lagrange-Euler equation 
given by 
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With 
t
x
x
k
k ∂
∂
=& . These above equations underlie a completely deterministic dynamic process: 
if the time period of the motion is given, there is only one path between two given points so 
that all the states of the systems are completely determined by Eq.(5) for every moment of the 
motion. However, this deterministic character of the dynamics does not exist any more when 
the motion becomes random and stochastic[11]. This is the physical situation we encounter in 
the case of thermodynamic systems either in equilibrium or out of equilibrium. 
3) Principle of virtual work 
In mechanics, a virtual displacement of a system is a kind of hypothetical infinitesimal 
displacement with no time passage and no influence on the forces. It should be perpendicular 
to the constraint forces. The principle of virtual work says that the total work done by all 
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forces acting on a system in static equilibrium is zero for any possible virtual displacement.  
Let us suppose a simple case of a system of N points of mass in equilibrium under the action 
of N forces Fi (i=1,2,…N) with Fi on the point i, and imagine virtual displacement of each 
point ir
ϖδ  for the point i. According to the principle, the virtual work Wδ  of all the forces Fi 
on all ir
ϖδ  vanishes for static equilibrium, i.e.  
0
1
=⋅∑=
=
i
N
i
i rFW
ϖϖ δδ       (6) 
This principle for static equilibrium problem was extended to "dynamical equilibrium" by 
d’Alembert[17] who added the initial force iiam
ϖ
−  on each point of the system in motion 
0)(
1
=⋅−∑=
=
iii
N
i
i ramFW
ϖϖϖ δδ       (7) 
where mi is the mass of the point i and ia
ϖ
 its acceleration. From this principle, we can not 
only derive Newtonian equation of dynamics, but also other fundamental principles such as 
least action principle. This principle has been used to give a derivation of MEP for 
equilibrium system[19]  which we recapitulate as follows. 
4) Maximum entropy for equilibrium system 
Due to the randomness of the dynamics, the deterministic character of Eq.(7) must be 
changed in order to introduce the probabilistic description of the system in random motion. 
This is to be done by using the notion of statistical ensemble. Suppose jWδ  is the virtual 
work of all the forces acting on every element of a given system at a microstate j in a 
canonical ensemble, it can be proven that[19]  
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     (8) 
which is the variation of energy Ej of a system of the ensemble at microstate j due to the 
virtual work. Hence the average virtual work for the whole ensemble is given by  
EEpWpW j
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     (9) 
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where pj=p(Ej) is the probability that the system is found at the state j. Since we have 
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δδδ , Eq.(9) can still be changed into ∑−=
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where EpE j
w
j j
∑=
=0
 is the usual internal energy. This relationship can be seen as a virtual 
version of the first law of thermodynamics if we identify pE j
w
j
j δ∑
=0
 to the heat transfer, i.e.,  
QEE δδδ −= .      (10) 
where pEQ j
w
j
j δδ ∑=
=0
 is a well known relationship derived within the usual Boltzmann-Gibbs 
statistical mechanics with Shannon entropy and exponential pj. Here it is derived from the 
microscopic virtual works on each particle with only one constraint: the first law of 
thermodynamics or the conservation of energy. No hypothesis is considered about the 
probability and entropy property. If we further suppose a reversible virtual process, we can 
use the second law to write pEQS j
w
j
jδββδδ ∑==
=0
 where S is the thermodynamic entropy. 
Application of the principle of virtual work Eq.(7) to Eq.(10) yields  
0)( =−= ESW βδδ  
     (11) 
This equation must be considered as the condition of the dynamical equilibrium of the 
canonical ensemble. It is an optimization of the functional )( ES β−  for thermodynamic 
equilibrium. In other words, for a random dynamics to be in equilibrium, the difference 
between the heat (or entropy as a measure of disorder) and internal energy must be optimized. 
This variational method is to be used with the constraint associated with the normalization 
1
0
=∑
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w
j j
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which is nothing but the variational approach MEP of Jaynes. However, it should be noticed 
that in the variational method of Eq.(11) or (12), there is no restriction on the functional form 
of entropy S, which is an essential difference between the MEP by virtual work principle and 
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its original version by Jaynes who argued for the use of Shannon entropy in MEP from the 
inferential point of view and based his arguments on the subjective character of the 
probability notion. For Jaynes, MEP is only an mathematical principle without physics in 
it[13][15]. But in the present framework, 1) MEP is a law of physics since it can be derived or 
justified from a most fundamental physics principle, and 2) the entropy in this MEP can take 
in principle whatever form if any for equilibrium system. S is of Shannon form if and only if 
the probability distribution of energy is exponential as in the Boltzmann-Gibbs 
statistics[19][20]. 
We would like to stress that the above conclusion is only valid for the ensemble of 
equilibrium system and that S must be the entropy the second law of thermodynamics since 
the second laws with reversible virtual process has been considered in the derivation. 
However, the mathematical formalism itself is not restricted to equilibrium ensemble. The 
reason for this is in Eq.(9), a natural consequence of Eq.(8) for the virtual work calculated 
from microscopic consideration. As discussed above, Eq.(9) can be written as 
Ω+−= δδδ EW       (13) 
here pE j
w
j
j δδ ∑=Ω
=0
 is not necessarily  the heat transfer Qδ  if the system is not in 
equilibrium. Applying the principle of virtual work of d’Alembert to Eq.(13), we obtain  
0)( =−Ω Eδ .      (14) 
This is the optimization of the quantity )( E−Ω  for any system at any moment whether or not 
it is in equilibrium, since the principle of virtual work of d’Alembert does apply for a moving 
system at any moment. For nonequilibrium system, obviously one cannot talk about variation 
of Ω  in connection with the thermodynamic entropy S  or heat transfer Qδ . A detailed 
discussion of this approach needs careful definition of an entropy or information as a measure 
of nonequilibrium disorder in taking into account eventual heat transfer Qδ , which will be 
reported in another paper.  
In what follows, we still consider a statistical ensemble of mechanical systems out of 
equilibrium. But unlike the above treatment of equilibrium system where the virtual work 
principle was used for a given moment of the evolution, we will consider the trajectories of 
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the ensemble in the position space. The virtual work will be calculated for an ensemble of 
points on the trajectories.  
5) Stochastic least action principle 
We have an ensemble of Hamiltonian systems (without energy dissipation) out of 
equilibrium. A system is composed of N particles moving in the 3N dimensional position 
space starting from a point a. If the motion was regular, all the systems in the ensemble would 
follow a single 3N-dimensional trajectory from a to a given point b according to the least 
action principle. But due to the random motion of the particles, every system in the ensemble 
is subject to irregular motion with some fluctuation as if there were random forces perturbing 
the systems. In this case, the systems can take different paths from a to b as shown in [11] and 
[12].  
Now let us look at the random dynamics of a single system following a trajectory, say, k, 
from a to b. At a given time t, the total force on a particle i in the system is denoted by )(tF i
ϖ
 
and the acceleration by )(ta iϖ  with an inertial force )(tami i
ϖ
−  where im  is its mass. The 
virtual work at this moment on a virtual displacement r ikϖδ  of the particle i on the trajectory k 
should be  
rtamtFtW ikiiii
ϖϖϖ δδ ⋅−= )]()([)(       (15) 
Summing this work over all the particles, we obtain 
ikkii
N
i
ik ramFtW
ϖϖϖ δδ ⋅−∑=
=
)()(
1
 
     (16) 
Remember that the principle of virtual work of d'Alembert can readily be applied at this 
moment as the principle is valid for any moment of a motion. But taking into account the fact 
that the system is in evolution on a trajectory, we continue the calculation of virtual work on 
that trajectory over which the system travels during the period τ. The virtual work in Eq.(16) 
can be calculated for any moment over τ or any point over the trajectory k. Thus one has a 
series of equations like Eq.(16) for a finite number of points arbitrarily close one to another 
over the whole trajectory. For an infinitesimal time interval from t to t+dt in which the force 
and acceleration on each particle do not change, the virtual work during dt at time t on a small 
segment of k must be proportional to dttWk )(δ . Thus the total virtual work over the trajectory 
k can be roughly given by 
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Now we have to taken into account the fact that this considered system is only one of a large 
number of systems of a statistical ensemble, all traveling from a to b during τ following 
different paths. So for the ensemble, the total virtual work is the statistical average of the 
virtual works for every system. Without loss of generality, we consider discrete paths denoted 
by k=1,2 … w (if the variation of path is continuous, the sum over k must be replaced by path 
integral between a and b[9]). Suppose pk is the probability that the path k is taken by the 
systems from a to b, the average virtual work is given by 
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In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, we consider only one degree of freedom in 
Eq.(18), say, x. It follows that  
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where we used, for the particle i with Hamiltonian Hi and Lagrangian Li, 
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kk ApA
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kk dtLA  (action calculated on the trajectory 
k). Hence ∫=∑ ∫=
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 with ∑=
=
N
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ikk LL
1
 being the total Lagrangian of a system 
following the trajectory k. 
We remember that Eq.(19) has been calculated as a sum of all the virtual works over a 
large but finite number of points during the period τ over the trajectories between a and b.  As 
a matter of fact, at each moment of the motion, the principle of virtual work of d'Alembert 
applies, which implies that the virtual work of the ensemble at a given moment t should 
vanish, just as in the case of equilibrium system with vanishing virtual work given by Eq.(9). 
We have 
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This reasoning certainly leads to vanishing total virtual work between a and b since 
0)( =∫=∆
b
a
dttWW δ . By virtue of Eq.(19), we get the stochastic action principle of Eq.(1): 
0=Aδ . This is a derivation of SAP from the principle of virtual work. 
6) Maximum path entropy  
As mentioned above, Eq.(1) implies in fact an entropy variational approach. To see this, 
we calculate  
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where ∑=
=
w
j
jj ApA
1
 is the ensemble mean of action Aj, and abQδ  can be written as 
AAQab δδδ −= .     (22) 
 
which can be considered as the definition of a path entropy, a measure of uncertainty of a the 
action on different possible trajectories. In mimicking the first law, AAQab δδδ −=  looks like 
a generalized “heat”, a measure of the disorder of paths. If we introduce an ‘inverse 
temperature’ η  such that 
 
η
δδ abab
SQ = , (23) 
Then from Eq.(1) and Eq.(21) , we get 
0)( =− ASab ηδ . (24) 
This is a variational calculus for a nonequilibrium random dynamics which optimizes the 
quantity )( AQab −  and )( ASab η− . If the normalization condition is added as a constraint, 
Eq.(24) becomes : 
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ab pApS αηδ  (25) 
which is the maxent applied to path entropy with two Lagrange multipliers α  and η , an 
approach originally proposed and investigated in the references [11][12]. In these previous 
works, it was shown that, is the path entropy takes the Shannon form, Eq.(25) yields an 
exponential path probability distribution of action. It was also shown in [12] that if the system 
is distributed in position space in the Gaussian way, the path probability is necessarily 
exponential and the path entropy defined by Eq.(23) is necessarily of Shannon form. This 
means that if, in a diffusion problem, the particles distribution is different, path entropy may 
take different forms. This is investigated in detailed way in reference [20]. 
7) Concluding remarks 
After recapitulating an application of virtual work principle to equilibrium system in order 
to justify maxent with thermodynamic entropy, we presented an extension of this principle to 
thermodynamic system out of equilibrium in order to justify a least action principle 0=Aδ  
for the stochastic dynamics (SAP) or diffusion problem. This is carried out for Hamiltonian 
systems. One of the conclusions is that, in random mechanical system, the maximum 
thermodynamic entropy for equilibrium system or maximum path entropy for nonequilibrium 
system are the consequences of vanishing virtual work of the microscopic forces on every 
element of the system. Another conclusion of this work is that maxent in physics is not 
necessarily an inference method. It is a law of physics due to its tight correlation with a 
fundamental principle of physics. 
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